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SolarAir and heat recovery  

Air collectors + ventilation systems with heat recovery  
(How) does that fit? 

> Both technologies work with the medium air

> Both technologies reduce the primary energy requirement and increase convenience

Thus it is natural to think about the combination of both technologies, to have a closer look at
the differences between the technologies, their advantages and disadvantages, and to know well 
the separate and combined applications.
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SolarAir and heat recovery

1. Only one of both technologies: 

1a) Only ventilation systems with heat recovery

1b) Only solar air supply system

2. Combination of both technologies

2a) Solar home ventilation – coupled
- Direct coupling of air collector + ventilation device

2b) Solar home ventilation – „decentralized“ 
-Air collector decentralized in recirculating air operation –
without coupling
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SolarAir and heat recovery

• Every HVAC-planner knows heat recovery systems. 
• In new buildings they are state of the art as soon as a mechanical ventilation is 

scheduled.

Optional: 
Luftkollektor zur
Außenluft-
vorwärmung

Fortluft

Zuluft

ZuluftAbluft

But is a heat recovery system always 
the best solution?

When can a SolarAir system totally 
replace a heat recovery?

When is a combination of both 
technologies useful?
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Characteristics of each technology
SolarAir Heat recovery

Supply system (also recirculating air system 
possible)
+ Simple pipe routing 
- South roof or South facade necessary

Supply air and exit air system;
- Pipe installation efforts: Supply air and exit air 
have to be merged within the device à might be 
complicated

Operation only with solar yields; 
+ Optimal with mainly day use
- Simultaneous with heat output from Southern 
windows

Day and night operation possible
+ Optimal, if there is a constant need of fresh air

Ventilation with energy gain – system energy plus
+ Actual heating effect possible, thus conventional 
energy can be completely replaced with solar yield

Reduces ventilation heat losses 
- A heat recovery system can not heat, but only 
avoid the loss of energy

Subsidies: + Eventually funds can be applied for - Normally no subsidies

- The technology and analyses are relatively 
unknown, therefore planners might avoid it

State of the art
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A solar air system is not useful, if: :

- No suitable roof areas or facades are available or these are very far away from the 
rooms which have to be ventilated. 
Maximum pipe ways: Compact systems: 3m, Twin/Topsolar: 20m,  Jumbosolar: max. 50 m

- The building has on sunshine almost no more need of heating, because the 
building itself practically is a solar air collector with South windows for the solar yield and high 
insulation. 

1a   Only ventilation system with heat 
recovery (without SolarAir) 

à Classic passive houses and high-rise buildings are usually unsuited or 
only restrictedly suited for Solar Air

- The periods of use are at evening / night 

- No storing building structure exists or a low temperature deviation 
from setpoint is possible. 
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1b  Only SolarAir – Solar supply air   
system

A SolarAir-system often can totally replace a ventilation system with heat 
recovery, if …
…the installation and air duct is easier and more cost-effective, because

• the pipe installation effort for a heat recovery system would be considerable.
• for the collector a good assembly potential exists.

…more energy is saved by a solar air system than by a heat recovery 
system, because

• the building is used mainly by day. 
• there are low direct solar yields from the windows.

In these cases the existing standards can be met with SolarAir often cost-effectively and it is also 
good for your image!

à A solar supply air system ventilates with „energy yield“ 
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1b  Only SolarAir – Solar supply air system

Heat recovery does not make sense in the following cases, here a SolarAir 
system is ideal: 

- Holiday homes, which shall be ventilated, kept dry and be maintained at a 
basic temperature during absence, as it does not make sense to recover heat if there are 
no energy sources.
Exception: the windows replace the collector as a source of energy and the window shutters are not 
closed during absence. 

-In relatively permeable buildings, where the main change of air would go past  the 
ventilation system 

à These are the typical applications of SolarAir
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Advantages of mere SolarAir-systems:

- Ventilating with an energy yield
On sunshine in comparison to a ventilation system, the building is 
ventilated with a significantly higher quantity of air (change of air 
2-3) and additionally heated with solar heat. On average, even in 
consideration of idle times a good ventilation of buildings is 
achieved.

- Lower pipe installation effort 
and less complicated system technology compared to a ventilation 
system 

- Night ventilation during the summer months
With the appropriate regulation the system can thus contribute to 
a passive night-time cooling in summer.

1b  Only SolarAir – Solar supply air system

350 m³/h

250 m³/h
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2  Both technologies combined

To employ both technologies together always makes sense, if:

- 24 hours ventilation demand
The ventilation system has many hours of use beyond the times of solar yield; 
Recuperation of cold in summer

- Energy demand during the day  
-The solar system has many hours of use 
Need of heat with sunshine, e. g. mountain climate, few Southern windows

- Sensible mounting effort for both systems 
Mounting area for SolarAir; Return of exhaust air for heat recovery.
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2  Both technologies combined – but how ? 

2a SolarAir coupled with heat recovery 
+ Air distribution and ventilator can be used together 
(often only a small supporting ventilator necessary)
+ Minimally better regarding energetics, if optimally controlled
- Bypasses must be connected (tends to be error-prone)
- Possible problems with the regulation of the system à Regulation no standard
- Sometimes it is complicated or impossible to connect to the ventilation system 

or

2b SolarAir (Recirculating air operation) independent of heat recovery 
+ Both systems are employed in an unmodified way and controlled as usual
+ No additional pipe ways to the central ventilation system
+ No bypass valves necessary
- No synergy effects with air distribution 
- Possibly additional tube ways for recirculating air operation

à For the energy balance there is no essential difference, if 
correctly executed
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2b SolarAir  independent of heat recovery

à You have a benefit of both systems

à The SolarAir system remains simple and reproducible in function (less 
error-prone)

à At new buildings a combined system is cheaper than two separate 
installations
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2a  SolarAir coupled with a heat recovery system

On coupling SolarAir with heat recovery there are the 
following possibilities:

SolarAir before heat recovery 
+ The SolarAir system is executed as a mere fresh air system and so pipe 
ways are economized.
+ Low SolarAir temperature can be used. Low temperature rising at low solar 
radiation (Example from – 10°C to + 5°C) can be used. 
– 2 bypasses necessary: a bypass for the SolarAir system (no heating 
demand) and a bypass for heat recovery (so the solar-heated fresh air is not 
cooled down again)

SolarAir after heat recovery as a recirculating air system
+ Only one bypass for the SolarAir-system (no solar yield)
+ Minimally better regarding energetics, if optimally controlled 
+ simple integration of SolarBox possible  

(Terminal scheme and setting of the solar control enclosed) 
- Higher pipe installation effort due to recirculating air

à For the energy balance, there is no essential difference if 
correctly executed
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2a  SolarAir coupled with a heat recovery system

SolarAir before heat recovery
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2a  SolarAir coupled with a heat recovery system

SolarAir after heat recovery with and without Solarbox
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Project example residential house Kurz  
SolarAir coupled with a ventilation system 

with heat recovery

Reasons for buying it: 
-> New motorway near the house
-> Ventilation system for aerating day and night

also with closed windows
-> To save energy
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Project example residential house Kurz  
SolarAir coupled with a ventilation system 

with heat recovery

SolarBox Recovery
Ventilating tubes in a non-insulated state
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Project example fire station 
Only SolarAir – Solar supply air system

Reasons for buying it: 
-> Moisture problems
-> Ventilation problems
-> Energy saving


